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A . Approve Agenda  

Alice: I will entertain their movement to prove the agenda. Has everyone had a chance to see the 

agenda? 

Doug; Second 

Alice: any objection? We have an approved agenda. Since we don't have it on our agenda, we can’t 

approve the minutes, unless someone wants to move to approve to amend the agenda to add an action 

item of approving the minutes from last meeting. 

Alex: so moved 

Eddie: Second 

Alice: objections? 

Yasmeen: I move to approved the amended agenda 

Alice: we just set the agenda. We just approved the amended agenda. Now we are entertaining the 

motion to approve the minutes which is the newly added agenda item 

Yasmeen: I’m going to move to approve the minutes, which I also read 

Natalie: Second, I also read them 

Alice: objection? 

Alice: and next on our agenda is an information item and I wanted to get some feedback from 

everybody on our executive retreat, and then go into a little bit of the content of what we wound up at 

the end of the retreat so we can start using some of that language in a coherent way. So maybe we can 

just go around the room and get some general feedback from folks on the retreat 

B. Feedback on Retreat 

A:I will start I think that, first of all I was very happy and impressed with how people kind of were very 

present and there and the engaging of the discussion, where they really put themselves out there to try 



to make it work, and commit to this group. So I'm happy about it and I thank You all for your 

participation and bearing with some of the activities that may be outside of your comfort zone or belief 

system. 

Alex: I really like it and I think it's really beneficial to understand how people really have different ways 

of communicating and wrap their heads around things and understand that people just operate 

differently as supposed to trying to judge that. Sometimes if we have frustration throughout the years 

it's kind of good to take a step back outside. And think that was really helpful and think it will help us be 

a strong organization. 

Evan: I would really like to echo Alex on that when I first saw Communication style I thought I was going 

to be a little bit hokey but I was completely wrong because it was actually incredibly useful. I think it will 

be really useful if we can cooperate on a larger level I don't know if that's possible or if that's too big of 

an effort but I think it will really help this executive board. Something if we do this again we should 

definitely carried that part on that will be one of the thing that I want to carry on and I really like the 

brainstorm too. 

Eddie: I have to act for the course of praise to the signaling communication workshop I think he 

provided a very useful model for understanding different communication styles between people and it 

will be very useful for us and independently for GPSS and for us individually beyond GPSS. And I also 

really enjoyed the strategic planning session. I think we were all really on the same page when we did 

that exercise, and explaining of what we thought of the purpose and values of GPSS were. We all start 

off on the same page and refine our wording in our thoughts but I thought it's really encouraging that 

we are starting off on the same page instead of assumptions. 

Douglas: not only did I have more fun than I thought I will hack I think it was also more constructive 

been understood that was going to be I think it's going to be useful moving forward in something that I 

definitely think should be a reoccurring thing in executive committee. 

Natalie: on the communication workshop statements I think that was a valuable at it was beneficial to 

just work together on something before we start the school year and get that foundation established. 

Yasmeen: it was really nice to meet everyone and get to know everyone better I thought that the 

activities that we did together are really successful and one negative feedback that I'm going to provide 

is that I thyroid during mid-day my attention was slacking a lot because I felt like we are sitting through 

lectures. That part I think we could have had less off. But it ended up well and I think it was overall. 

Alice: that's exciting for me to hear that for the most part people thought it was effective and I'm glad 

that was a good use of our time and it was also helpful for me to see actually how many people have 

read as you’re most difficult. Because that indicate to me how much harder and need to work to make 

sure that I am not just going off on my own winds and  make sure that this is really a collaborative effort 

and I really want to stress to you how important it is just that I am making decisions on behalf of GPSS I 

truly GPSS  thing that has been one of the challenges in the past and continue to be a challenges for the 

past presidents and don't have time for a call back in time to the whole Senate and obviously this is the 

committee  that makes a lot of those sort of judgment I really want to rely you . I don't want to just go 

on my own and not bringing this to your attention and I hope you will also hold me accountable for that. 



Evan: One more thing too that I really appreciate Is Renée was with us at the beginning I almost wish she 

had more time. As I felt like normally when we get Renée's opinion just the reasons and practicalities it's 

always when we are about to messed up and she's saving us from messing up. Which is awesome but I 

thought it was really neat because it's almost like we are ahead of them here and she was giving us tips 

to prevent us from even getting close to messed up we are actually matches being reactive we are being 

proactive against going down these paths. I realize this could also be a move for executive committee. It 

will be great to have more interaction with Renée. Just from a senator's position who don't interact with 

Renée all that much, I thought that was invaluable and I think that it was really sad that she had to cut 

halfway through. I was like "oh my God we are learning so much" 

Natalie: I just sat through the AS W orientation this week and Renée talk to them for well over two 

hours, it was close to three. And it was all very valuable so that could be something to be considered for 

next year that we can recommend. 

Evan: if we can bring her back more time this year... 

Alice: sure if you all will like to have more Rene time I will love more René time. She's not going to like 

this... (Laughs) we can put her on our agenda for like half an hour every executive meeting until we feel 

please about having every last piece of wisdom from her in a proactive way. I am totally down with that 

so if we all think that's a good idea I can do that for our next executive committee and throughout the 

rest of the year. Does everyone feel like that's a good call? Okay let's do that. 

C. Setting the tone for GPSS – elevator speech draft  

Alice: as far as the content of what came out... I wanted to draft just sort of briefly recap in a document 

form what is he here but I feel like this is so open to interpretation that I would like all of us to come up 

with something free-form right now. It’s not final, it’s not official but when I'm talking to people about 

what GPSS is and what we are doing, I really like to have some language that all came out of us. So does 

anyone have any suggested starting point from this drafting that we have here. 

Evan: just for clarification, are you looking for a one liner or three minutes elevator speech or outline of 

a four page document because.  I know we perceived each one of them.  So which one of those do you 

want right now? 

Alice: I think any of them will be fine right now. If we have all those that will be fantastic. Let’s start with 

an outline and see if we can come up with the sentence that comes from it. Let's start with GPSS. 

Yasmeen: that's a good start! 

Alice: represents graduate and professional student. Do we want something about sure government? 

Doug: more providing resources and protecting interest. 

Alice: oh so we are fostering this cultural of collaboration and engagement what if that's our opening 

line? GPSS represent graduate and professional students by fostering a culture of collaboration and 

engagement. 

Evan: I don't know because those doesn't really mean anything. 

Natalie: yeah. 



Evan: I think the first sentence should be like all three points. 

Alice: should we say Seattle? 

Natalie: that's something I'm talking to Kelly about 

Doug: I wrote a diversity of graduate and professional students who advocate for support and provide 

personal professional development and protect interest. 

Yasmeen: that sounds good 

Natalie: and it was a group of students who are doing this instead of an extra organization. 

Yasmeen: Doug can you say that again? 

Alice:  it is a diverse community of graduate and professional student who advocate for support and 

provide personal and professional development and protect interest. 

Yasmeen: to the graduate student...population? 

Evan: I’d say body. Let’s change protects to safeguards. Or promote interest. 

Alice: maybe promote in safeguard 

Yasmeen:  I like that as a one-liner. 

Evan: it doesn't read super smooth for some reason but it has everything. 

Yasmeen: I think the reason that it's not reading super smoothly is because advocate for support is 

grammatically incorrect. Is not complete. 

Evan: well the thing is…are we saying GPSS as singular as an organization or are we conjugating as 

community. 

Yasmeen: also GPSS, we are a couple diverse community but we represent a much larger community. So 

I feel like represent should stay somewhere in there. 

Evan: maybe instead of "who" we can use that. Students that advocate for support provide personal 

professional development. 

Alice: okay so it's a community that advocates but I think we should still say represents here. GPSS 

represents first community. 

Evan: help graduate and professional student by advocating for.... 

Yasmeen: let's just try to ING for a bit and see how we feel about it. 

Alice: we represent diverse community who advocates for support. Because there's a student because 

we represent... this is a student who.... 

Multiple people: umm ...no. 

Alex: we're not talking about what GPSS us we shouldn't be talking about the community represent us. 

Alice: we can also break these into two sentences it doesn't have to be one sentence. 



Alex: do you want advocating for being one of the verbs like there is a, were advocating support, 

supporting or...? 

Doug: yes we are advocating for support 

Alice: yes but we don't have to say that 

Doug: The reason advocate is there was because we are recognizing that there are something that we 

ourselves can't provide a graduate students and so we are advocating for those supports for them but 

then also provides which ones we can. 

Alice: So this actually come out of fostering a culture of collaboration in engagement... That's like a more 

concrete way of saying shared government. Because that doesn’t mean anything either if we don't have 

a boat on committees we don't really know what that means necessarily. 

Yasmeen: I don't recall exactly where that came from. I feel like it was one of those things that we can't 

kind of throw on at the end as we were wrapping up. It wasn't something that we originally come up 

with and I don't feel like that's something I would say if I were like ..."what do GPSS do?"... "Foster 

collaboration" 

Even: I think we might include it in larger ones but now shorter sentence we might not want to include it 

just because that the Senate already mean or is inclined green dot representation in the shirt 

government that we're looking for so just The fact, just its nature already is. 

Alice: so what if we have to GPSS represents a diverse community graduate and professional student 

asked all official student government at the University of Washington. The official graduate student 

government at the University of Washington. 

Evan: so do that and then- We advocate.... 

Alice: so we're trying to figure out, let's just say University of Washington. Because we actually don't 

need Seattle as our name. We advocate for support. 

Alex: we advocate on behalf... 

Evan: support to me feels a little bit hokey... We are advocating for students were advocating for.... 

Alice: where application for access to help... 

Evan: we application for student support. 

Alex: I mean, unless we have to have something back kind of racing we want to say we advocate to 

University of Washington...we advocate to state legislature... 

Natalie: we advocate for student right. 

Yasmeen: well even if we had that up because we help financial social.... we don't list all the things right 

now and those things generally fit under ...I don't know...support. 

Evan: we advocate the tools needed for successful graduate student’s experience. 

Yasmeen: how about if we provide and advocate for. Because “provide” is one thing that we do. 



Evan: "we provide and advocate for the tools needed for successful graduate students experience...”... 

"For the tools needed "by" successful saw graduate students" 

Alex: but we're not going to say successful we want them to..... 

Evan: “The tools needed to make successful graduate professional student experience" 

Alice: we provide and advocate for tools necessary for a successful student and graduate professional 

experience..? The thing is we don't want to just say... So I think this is an area that we are moving into, 

and we can talk about this more. But, I've had some meetings with the graduate school and some other 

administrations who felt like the direction that we should be going and is around career development 

career mentorship. Because last year they only thing was peer mentor ship but this year we can move in 

into the career mentorship phase. And connecting them to a long night, who have career in the areas 

that they're interested in. Because let's face it, academic staff doesn't have the capacity or knowledge to 

advise people on non-academic career. Other than people of course who are professionals also. But, for 

the most part professors can only teach you how to be professors. And it's a lot harder to going about 

other space. So that might be some other areas that we will want to go into, so I don't want to limit us 

to say that we are advocating for student experience, we are advocating for that. But we are also 

advocating for success, and graduate school, and beyond. 

Evan: we provide and advocate for tools needed to empower Students. 

Yasmeen: what if we just leave out that part and make it super vague, and say, well, not super vague. 

We provide advocacy and tools and resources needed by our.... 

Alice: can we get back to days really quickly can I put the official graduate student government for dada 

dada... GPSS? Because I thought it was weird. 

Evan: yeah that's better 

Alice: so we can't even turn this into a one- liner. “As the official graduate student government of the 

University of Washington, GPSS represents the diverse community of graduate and professional 

students, advocates and provides for blah ... And safeguard the interest of students" 

Yasmeen: what do we put in the middle? Provide and advocates for resources and something.... 

Alex:  resources needed for student success? 

Yasmeen:  that's encompassing 

Evan: that's actually really got provides and advocate for student success. Wait, is that not what you 

say? 

Alice:  what if we just say that. "Represents a diverse community of graduation and professional 

students, provide and advocate for student success. “Maybe provides opportunities? 

Alex: so one way to pair them up them up is "represented and advocate “because we advocate for a 

diverse community of graduate and professional student.... 

Evan: that makes sense where he is going ... That contextually... 



Alice:  but we advocate for resources, we advocate on behalf of... 

Evan:  I don't think we should say advocate for student’s success, just because.... 

Alice: how about "advocates for resources and something student success....?” 

Alice: so I think we're going to get a little bit stuck. How about we table this and go home with this or go 

home with these ideas running around in our head. So I will email you these on the left... 

Yasmeen:  can you email us what we just wrote? Would that be okay? 

Alice: well, it looks like crap 

Multiple people: that's fine. 

Alice: how about this - my homework, I will word the crap out of this and come up with something that 

is decent, and you guys can tear it apart and create your own version. And we're a come back 

Evan:  or you can just saying that before you word it. 

Yasmeen: yeah it has all of our raw ideas. 

Evan: I live with their English PhD and he'll love this. 

Alice:  awesome! So we are going to caught this our elevator... 

Yasmeen: draft. It's a draft 

Alice: yes, ma'am. Has anyone seen the giver? 

Natalie:  no but I've read the book. 

Alice: it's my favorite back in sixth grade. The movie... 

Natalie: yeah I really want to watch it, but we can talk about it later! 

D. Husky Sunrise Volunteers 

Alice: thank you for going through the exercise in the words I know it's brutal, which is what we're going 

to do when we are going to the bylaws. Next week. I think it's coming out next week. I didn't want to 

have to indoor that this week, but Yasmeen has been hard at work and actually call and set one of our 

signs and policy committee members just got back to me and say they're working on the bylaws. So 

Yasmeen I'm going to connect it to you to get him kind of up to speed. And then he can go to town on it 

and maybe give a presentation at our meeting next week. Awesome. As far as next week goes, it's our 

first week of classes blue. Which means Monday is husky sunrise- our welcome breakfast with the 

Deans. Has anyone received the off-campus email? 

Multiple people: yes 

Alice: awesome. So I think, only you didn't get it Alex? 

Alex: maybe it's because law school don't count as graduate school? 



Alice: so can we follow up with that afterward, can we get the professional schools, maybe somebody 

internally in GPSS Natalee, we can work together to kind of figure out how to reach people in a 

professional schools. So the reason that their new students didn't get it from me yet is because the 

graduate school hasn't updated their list of current students and come view, which are used to saying 

that the emails. And we had a bunch of angry people being like "it's 2014 stop using it…"but it's not my 

thought is using the graduate students email addresses. Anyway they updated their list today.  So I'm 

going to Sam another one, I think, on Friday. Being like "hey, welcome to the University of Washington." 

Because it's not going to resend it to the same old people. 

Evan: if it makes you feel any better, that sounds really familiar. So I'm pretty sure that has also 

happened to the previous GPS is president. Like I swear I heard those exact word, especially with the 

angry people emailing so you are the only one. 

Alice: okay at this point I don't really care. Because I used to work for Association for women in science. 

And I have enough angry replies. I'm over it. 

Alice: anyways. As far as Husky sunrise planning goes, I'm going to let Natalie take it away, because I am 

kind of out of the loop as far as the volunteers and stuffs go. 

Natalie: okay. Well I have been at ASUW orientations for the past two days. So for volunteers, we have a 

few staff who are volunteers to help the day of. I sent out an email asking for volunteers, I've gotten 

zero responses. Did you guys get my email? 

Multiple people:  I don't remember getting that email. That might explain why. 

Alice: you sent it to all graduate student email? 

Natalie:  no, I'll send it. I sent, like, two of them. I sent it on the listers. 

Yasmeen:  you sent it directly from your GPSS email? 

Natalie: yes. And it did not bound back or anything. That's really weird. And frustrating. 

Doug: The last email I got was the orientation. 

Natalie:  seriously? Oh my gosh. I wonder what happened. 

Doug:  I mean I got the correct invitation but that's not the volunteer stuff. 

Natalie:  oh my gosh. I wonder what happened. Well I will have to look into that. 

Doug: well, that explain why you haven't gotten any response. 

Natalie: you told me at St. that’s really frustrating .when it matters. No, we need volunteers basically. 

When the help setting up starting 7 AM and we just need help putting up decorations. 

Doug: 630 will be great. Seven minimum. 

Alice: wait, are you including moving about a table? Because I thought we're doing that night before. 

Doug: I don't know if people are going to be able to show up the night before. It's going to be rough to 

do on Sunday. I will be there at 5 AM moving stuff around. But... 



Alice: I feel like it is better because Sunday is when the president's picnicked happens. And as soon as 

they're done cleaning everything, that's when we should go in and where at the table. 

Doug:  I was also going to ask, because I'm going to do a walk-through on Friday with Adam. And I’m 

going to ask him where things will be positioned when I show up there. And if there are a bunch of table 

there, I think I can do it by myself in 20 minutes. I'm going to be there at 5 AM, so that gives me plenty 

of time. So on Sunday I'm uncertain what the extent of work would be. 

Alice:  are you just busy on Sunday? 

Doug: yeah I won't be able to make it on Sunday night. Or Sunday at all. But I will be there five in the 

morning which is kind of like Sunday. 

Alice: I am just not functional five in the morning, so if you need my hat up I am happy to come on 

Sunday after the presidents picnic, and move on the table and get it stress tree, and early-morning free 

and just all set up and ready for the next day. So then when people come and do the set up, it's already 

ready. Because I think that's the one thing that if we do get started the morning off, and they come in 

and try to do to set up or maybe they do the night before, I don't know, will have to talk to Ann.  But at 

least, all the linens and all that kind of stuff, we kind of talked to them and said we will have it done 

tonight before. So if we can't do it on Sunday, we just need volunteers to do it. I think it's just cutting it 

too close as we moving tables around the morning of. 

Doug: Regardless of how much we set up, I still have to be there five in the morning. And so I'm not 

planning on coming on Sunday. 

Alice:  okay, that's fine. 

Doug:  but yes, I agree with you that people can come in on Sunday and it will make things a lot easier 

the next day. 

Alice:  exactly. Do we have some people that can come in on Sunday to help move tables around? 

Yasmin: I don't have time until midnight Sunday. 

Alex: I’m moving. 

Doug: aww, sorry to hear that. 

Alice: so, anyone else? 

Natalie: I can do… What time? 

Alice:  anytime that works. I am free all day... So. 

Yasmeen: how many tables do you have to elf? I guess what I'm thinking is that Douglas is already 

coming in so early on Monday, I think two hours is enough for the tables. 

Alice: okay so let's check with Anna to see when they're going to be setting up linens and stuff on the 

tables. And just make sure all the tables are moved before then. 

Doug: what if they're doing it directly after the presidents’ picnic? 



Alice: Then, we need to figure out. 

We'll figure out later. If no one on the executive committee is willing to come in on Sunday, or able. 

Then the officers are going to figure it out. And if I have to do it by myself, then back and be my personal 

training. 

Natalie: I can come in later Sunday. 

Alice: okay. Great. Alright, so what else do we need for the day of?  So for those who can't come on 

Sunday, can people come on Monday? In what responsibilities are there, Doug, for people? You are 

asking people to come in early. 

Doug: so if the people, and Sunday, and then we can have people show up on seven, that will be a solid 

time just to get things organized and laid out. We are going to meet people. I think we settle on six or 10 

volunteers. Because the event coordinator give is that task to write out what on the volunteers do. 

Alice: do we have that with us right now? 

Doug: no, but I can sent that out today executive committee tomorrow. Those are pretty basic stuff, like 

check IDs at the front, work at the GPSS Table and mostly it's put up and tear down would be what we 

need the most main power. 

Alice: do I need to tear down? 

Doug: just get all of our stuff situated and clean up trash and stuff a little bit. 

Alice: our staff, the GPS the staff, including officers, I can do that. I'm not going to rely on the executive 

center. As far as what there was set for volunteers, like helping at the GPS this table, or maybe 

welcoming people, I think that's where will be like. It sounds like we need to do more work on the staff 

front before we can include you guys in this conversation, we need to figure out who are the officers, 

who are the staff members, and what are they doing at the actual date of the event and whatever The 

holes Are, we will ask you guys to fill in if possible. 

Evan:  I wouldn't mind doing the table. 

Alice: okay, good to know. 

Yasmeen: I’m going to echo the other executive senators and say during the event stuff is a lot easier for 

me to get to than before and after.. 

Alive: okay. And you know what, you guys are not being paid for this. But we have staff and ourselves 

who are, so it's our responsibilities, we're just asking you to feel and if at all possible, to step up and help 

out with that. So Doug, if you can just get a handle on what their roles are, what all the staffs are signed 

up to do, and will have a staff meeting, I think, this week about that. And then, we will reach back out to 

you guys when we have the specific. 

Alright, does anyone have questions about husky sunrise? 

Alice: The president is now speaking by the way I don't know what the protocol is, I don't know if I 

should say "hey, by the way the president is also speaking now." 



Doug: do you think they talk? If they talk it'll probably be better if you tell them. 

Alice: anyway I am going to Move On, and figure this out on my own. This is not something that I need 

to rely on you guys. So I'll figure it out. I think I'm going to let all day speakers know what the updated 

speakers list is. And Alex and I can figure out, with is in the loan knowledge of administrative powers 

that be, in what orders I should have them speak. 

E. Planning the First Senate Meeting  

Alice: okay. So next on the agenda, moving right along is our planning of the first Senate meeting that is 

coming up next week. We have to plan our agenda for the first meeting which means a couple different 

things. Yes Yasmeen. 

Yasmeen: clarification. The first meeting is not next week? 

Alice: no, the first fall Senate meeting is the second week of classes. So next week is the executive 

committee meeting to plan the first fall Senate meeting. 

Yasmeen: thank you for clarifying 

Alice: so next week we will be sitting here for the first fall senates meeting. Hopefully we can do enough 

thinking ahead of time and planning for that that we don't have to do it all at the executive meeting. I 

would take responsibilities for obviously chairing the meeting, making sure it's a welcoming, fun, 

interactive vibe. But I don't wanted to be like too fun and Gamey that I also wanted to be kind of like, a 

bit more serious, professional vibe. So that's why am relying on you to kind of think that's fair with me, 

and I put 20 minutes on here, but we don't have to use the full 20 minutes. Because I know Natalie 

trying to catch her bus. But we are all trying to go home obviously. But I do want to get a little bit 

feedback on what level of engagement fun versus serious, get down to business do you want in the first 

meeting. 

Evan: I just remember going my first time, first year, even before I was officially a senator, I thought I 

was going to be a pretty serious pretty get stuff done. And I still kind of support die, because point A the 

Senate itself generally rebelled if we go over an hour and a half. The majority of the Senate, at least the 

current Senate, really seem to like to get things done. And get out of there. And point B I think it also, in 

addition to showing fun, I think it's really nice to be able to show what can actually be done and do 

useful, productive, tangible things. You know show they importance of GPSS via action if at all possible. 

Yasmeen: so I'm going to follow up on that and say if I were going to say a number, I was say out of an 

hour and a half meeting, I think 10 minutes will be very appropriate time to have introductions, and do 

fun things, or whatever, just so people break the ice a little.  It's not super tense for the first 10 minutes. 

So I think if we have a quick intro from you, and then 10 minutes of some activities to get whatever 

happening, I think that gives a plenty of time at the meeting. 

Alice: do you think we can do a presentation on voter registration 

Alex: they want to do a five minute one actually and then we can hand out stuff as they are at the 

meeting. 

Alive:  ASUW does? 



Alex: yeah we kind of do it with them. 

Alice: oh, partner with them? I like that. They probably need volunteers’ right? So we can put it up to the 

senators to see if they want to get involved and volunteers for voter registration activities. And I'm 

suing's it's been planned by the ASUW folks? 

Alex: they have a specific staff, that's their job so we're just kind of partnered with them. 

Alice: perfect. Eddie? 

Eddie: my first Senate meeting we had introduction that was partly pro, and we got a one page sheet 

that says if you want to raise an objection or if you want to make a motion this is how you do it. And I 

think that might be useful to have. And other suggestion I have, is that when people are picking up their 

name tags I think there should be some kind of way for someone who has been a senator before and 

who is friendly to put a ribbon on their name badge or something. And it will be like "if you have a 

question, look for these people “that way if someone have a question, there will be friendly faces. So 

people will be like "there is a person next me that knows what's going on" in this way there will be a 

visual way. To tell the difference. 

Alice: I like that a lot. Do you think part of that planning process could involve. Sorry. Part of the 

designation process for those people could involve the icebreaker? Like, if you're new senator stand 

over here, and if your return a senator stand over here. If you're returning senator and you feel 

comfortable talking to people and answering question about Senate go over there. And giving people 

something that they can put on their name tags. 

Eddie: I think its subsequent meaning they can take those back up at the front as they're signing in. 

Alice: oh cool, the ribbons. Like, okay today I feel friendly. I like that. I think that's a great weight. I think 

that's a great icebreakers because it's a rattle. You're not like, go to the side of the room that your 

mother was born in. 

Evan: I just wanted to say that I really like the idea. As I have one at my first year too, and it did what I 

think you're saying, is that you wanted to be a welcoming environment. Because not only did I give you 

kind of a little bit of just a pointer to be like hey this is how you can interact if you want,  But there were 

also a lot of people in there that I had no clue how to speak in that. You weren't alone, it's okay, and 

everyone needs this sheet. Everyone starts somewhere. And that she was that. 

Alice: awesome. And Yasmeen have a hand up but then we are going to transition to Natalie who is 

going to talk to us about part of the problem. 

Yasmeen: with the people sometime been there, I am going to suggest I know we've been working on 

mission statement and all that other stuff. It was basically like a planning meeting of what is GPSS going 

to do this year and I was actually kind of off-putting for me. Because I was like I don't know what we do, 

help! So I think saving that for another meeting will be more productive. If that was even the works. I 

don't know. I was just going to throw it out there. 

Evan:  I think it was nice to just go in, and expectations was that- there was this kind of set defined, 

weirdly protocol that was already going on. And eventually work your way into helping define the 

direction of GPSS. But there was already a set direction for you to follow. 



Alice: so Natalie…? 

Natalie: so I have a one pager which is the main motions. It's kind of the commonly used to things that 

I'm going to have Cynthia make it look more visually appealing and  we are going to make it into posters 

and have a couple out during the meeting. And also, I am trying to condense it somehow so it's easier to 

keep either name tag or just with you on you. So that senators can always just have it with them. It’s 

kind of like a cheat sheet. That's the plan. And one more thing is about the meeting though, there is a 

student from architecture, and she asked at least last year if she can do the spotlight, she's really excited 

about it.  So I think it will be really cool to set the precedent that you hear from the senators who is 

excited about what's going on. So I will like to put that in the meeting. She’s been persistent all summer! 

Alice: thinking that way, that's really exciting. So ...spotlight, icebreaker, return he and friendly Sen. 

Ribbons, there is one more thing, oh, ASUW voters registration. so I guess my question to you all as far 

as the opening presentation, is it okay if I have a few slides of different things of my own talking points 

saying some of the stuffs we come up with as far as this is what GPSS does. These are the committees 

that I sit on, this is a lot more involvement in that ministry does level, and a half each of the officers get 

like a little overview of what it is that they do. Or is that sort of information overload? 

Evan:  I was suggest may be a slide each just a quick slide of your job, and leave the committee for a 

later until the point to where we actually get to the committees. Which may be just later in a meeting. 

Alex: because later in the meeting is where we are going to ask for volunteers to sit on the important 

committees like judiciary committee… 

Evan:  I think so. And I think for me and never matter who let the committee necessarily. 

Alice:  I meant external call. Sorry. So like we can also save that for officer report. 

Evan: I think that's information overload. I will do a one slider each. The little bit of personal 

responsibilities and personal Outlook and goals and two points each. 

Alex: maybe something funny, personal? 

Yasmeen: I think splitting that information up over multiple meetings, like, it won't hurt to wait two 

weeks. Before people know that you sit on them. 

Alice: my thinking on that was that people always complain GPSS isn't doing anything doing even have 

any administration? And I was like, believe me we have more than enough FaceTime. So I am 

FaceTime... But I see what you mean bad it might be too much. That I might just mentioning briefly in 

my one slide. 

Yasmeen: I thought the meeting last year, the first one where the committee past year or someone was 

sitting at the corner of the room and answering question about it, I thought that was really helpful, and 

preventive these lengthy speeches and prevent people from getting confused. And it was cool to walk 

around and talk to all the committee people. 

Evan: they got surprised the last time, I think. And they still stood up and did it. And I think a lot of 

people signed up for committees. Like, not everyone show up. 

Doug:  oh yeah. We had a sign-up sheet instead of asking people to raise your hand and join. 



Yasmeen:  I thought that was a really effective way of doing it 

Evan:  sorry I shouldn't have said surprised because ... they kept her speech is short. They just get the 

key points from their past experience, they didn't go on anon about it. They are like "yeah, this is what 

we do, cone sign up if you're interested" 

Yasmeen:  and we can print out sign. That says the name of the committee and impost around the room 

so they can gather around there if you want to hear more. 

Evan:  oh no yes that's great. Because that was the one thing that was lacking the last time was order. 

Doug: The one thing though that we need to keep mind is that no matter what- we needed judiciary 

committee committee and none of those people sought different committees. 

Alice: we also need another executive senator. So I would suggest, can we focus on what we have been 

doing over the summer, what our plans are for the year, and what GPSS is, and really have a focus on 

you guys, actually. I want our first meeting focus on the officers: we briefly say who we are, but also say 

your involvement and do a plugin for executive senator’s positions and judiciary if that's something we 

need immediately and save the committees for the next meeting. Because we also may not have the full 

Senate considering a lot of programs, despite Natalie's tireless effort all summer to get The cp elections, 

that may not happen in time. So I kind of want to wait for the committees to wait and great until we 

have everybody there. 

Yasmeen: so just so I can picture desk, so at this meeting we would do introductions, something 

interactive, tiny parlay pro, spotlight ASUW voter registrations. God, that's a lot of things. 

Alice: say it again 

Yasmeen: so something interactive, introductions from officers, and intros from executives and may be a 

plug for the vote at the next meeting presumably, and a little, ASUW voter registration, the spotlight, 

how many hours is that? (Laughs) So just going back to what we have already decided for the meeting, 

following that is an executive election? 

Multiple: yeah 

Evan:  too much for my opinion but... 

Yasmeen:  May be an executive election? And committees are probably the big things there. So the first 

one there we have to do is judicial. Because that is an immediate need. Is there any other one that's 

immediate need? 

Evan:  I don't think so. Maybe elections. 

Alex: there is no judicial, until now. 

Yasmeen:  it has to form every year. 

Evan:  and they can't be on any other committee. 

Yasmeen:  which is unfortunate. 



Evan:  so one thing I might suggest for this meeting, is if we can kind of lump the executive officer intros 

with what we have been doing over the summer, which is a vision for what we should do this year. Do 

you kind of like that idea? 

Yasmeen:  do we have a vision of the year? 

Alex: working. 

Evan: maybe not even just for the year. But a vision for GPSS. What GPSS does? So it will be a reminder 

there for the past senators, and it will be a outline for current senators. And it will give us some talking 

points, and it will be like " hey the executive senators get things done" so that serve a dual purpose of 

talking about really definitive things and setting a leadership position and also give  room for executive. 

Natalie: I like that 

Alex:  have we decided how that's going to be run? 

Alice: that depends on our bylaws. 

Yasmeen: so that's first senates meeting and second Senate meeting. So our next exact a meeting, 

bylaws… 

Evan: hey that will actually be really good to do. At the first and second meeting it will be really good to 

do by loss. Because it will be getting things done, and will show that we are actually getting productive 

things, governmental politics Senate type things done. 

Yasmeen:  or it can be super boring and scare people off. I don't know. Depend. 

Alex: that's not really getting anything done 

Yasmeen:  it's getting internal stuff done. 

Alex: it's allowing us to have a functional organization but that's not into it itself the Senate itself is to do 

things outside of the senate: 

Evan:  if you're going for the first time you're like wow they are just jumping right into it, they are getting 

the necessarily thing taken care of, and this is just really nice clean efficient manner. Hopefully. 

Alice: so. Can I suggest? Are we going to die if we don't have judicial formed in the first meeting? 

Yasmeen: mind if I check the bylaws for this one? 

Alice: well, we are going to change the bylaws. 

Alex: because if dispute happens there has to be a judicial committee. And I think that the executive 

Center, they executive committee can only act as a judicial committee in the summer. 

Alice: is it just in the summer or is it in the absence of a judicial committee? Yeah it just says "only on 

behalf judicial committee during the summer, or in the event that there are fewer than four boating 

judicial committee members." 



Yasmeen:  but it says in the judicial committee section, that's page 22 section a, clause one, B, the large 

letter: "Senate official should be elected by simple majority of GPSS at the first official GPSS meeting. 

“So we can change that in the future, if we need to. 

Evan: so sounds like we try and if we don't get it whatever reason, it's not the worst thing in the world 

because we have executive. Previously we always worry if we don't have four... We will be in trouble 

but… 

Yasmeen:  we met for a total of two hours last year combine over the entire year. 

Alice: so these are some great ideas and I'm going to leave this in a draft form like this on that GPSS 

elevator draft document that I am going to send out. So feel free to make your changes and just send 

them back to me and I'll figure out some fancy way to consolidate by next week. And then we can use 

this as a platform to plan our first senate meeting at our executive meeting next week, executive Sen. 

Report. 

F. Executive Senator Report  

Yasmeen: I can start with this one. So bylaws….I went through and put the bylaws we discussed at 

length into the document and post it up on the Google drive. It's actually less than it appeared to be 

before. Because there is something that we discussed and kind of strike. And there is something that we 

kind of just did a make a decision on. And there is something that are super simple to change. So, those 

are all good. So I'm hoping we can discuss this in the next executive meeting. And the other thing that 

it's going work on is the smoking say survey. Which is just wrapped up at and of last year but we are 

trying to get our report and summarize the findings so that it goes out to the communities who spent 

time taking the survey. And I was hoping that some of you to look over it before it goes out to other 

communities just to make sure that things look good and don't have any problems, because it it's hard 

coming from the perspective of the person who made it. I can send it out to you or bring it to you 

individually just as people I respect the opinions of. 

Alice: can you sent that to us and can we discuss that at our next executive meeting or do you just want 

individual feedback? 

Yasmeen: is not individual feedback because it's not going to have to GPSS name on it so it's not like a 

GPSS document it's just something that start it kind of was GPSS. But thanks good question. 

Doug: I don't doubt. I have been just kind of casually bringing up GPSS to TA/RA thingy which oddly don't 

get that much mentioned. It's kind of interesting. The Union speak at TA/RA but GPS is itself doesn't. So 

for future point of reference-it might be an interesting thing to try to incorporate ourselves and do is the 

TA/RA conference. 

Yasmeen: what will you say we provide for TA and RAs? 

Doug: I mean pretty much as far as I can tell almost off first year graduate students, and probably a lot 

of first-year professional students would use the TA position to not have to die for loans. And up at that 

meeting at some point. 

Alex: and I mean if they are RA and they have a research that they want to present, we have grants for 

them. 



Evan: The union makes the five-minute presentation at the planetary. That was well- received and the 

graduate school had a booth outside the plenary so that was two options that we can consider. So next 

year potentially for whoever that's concerned, we can have a table or asked to make a short 

presentation for the TA/RA conference. 

Alice: so that we can add that to next year for the secretary to do departmental orientations. But the 

idea is that when reaching to them at departmental level. 

Evan: I’m giving the GPSS intros in addition to the union and I'm going to my department tomorrow and 

also anthropology. 

Natalie:  oh I need to get you guys your last brochure packet they are in my office. 

Eddie: so I'm going to do anthropology and electrical engineering as well. So I'm doing that implanter he 

show today afternoon. I've been thinking about what to talk about. So… Yeah.if you have any suggestion 

of what you want to see, maybe you have stronger perspective on this, which might be useful, since I've 

been in it for so long. 

Evan: I know one thing I saw the plenary that's usually really well received, I don't know if this one can 

do it, but it was a fast forward and back-and-forth to time. I thought that was a really cool things and I 

think someone love to see what the galaxy look like billing stuff years ago and what it will project... 

Yasmeen: I was going to say start clusters because those are always cool. Because I see pictures of them, 

separate from the sky and I can see them and sky, and that's cool 

Alice: and maybe for people who aren't scientist maybe just constellation. 

Yasmeen: have a question, about the Huskies sunrise. Is the search thing. The scavenger hunt. Do you 

need help with that? Is it all set?? 

Alice: yes the staff is working on it. And thank you for that. And thank you for your suggestions. Ashley is 

working on that. And it's already working pretty well. Thank you for bringing that up, because we 

actually do need someone to do the coffee tour. The Dawg Daze, The first year program is doing caffeine 

nation, and the tour of a bunch of coffee shops. Around the U District and stuff.  They are going to give 

us the script and then we have to do it ourselves. I can do it, but it might be at the same time when I'm 

doing an orientation on that day. Unless someone wants to take that orientation for me, at that point in 

time, and then I don't have to do that. 

Doug: what's the orientation? 

Alice: so, it's at 1 o'clock, Natalie, what is it? 

Natalie: it's 1:45-1:50. It's linguistic. 

Alice: it's not the same time. It's 10 AM on Tuesday. 

Alex: I have a pretty good WSA meeting last weekend, we elected a new president because the previous 

president was named the trustee of Western and it is a UW graduate student, so if that's cool. We can 

work together. I met with Officer at ASUW, piggybacked on them with voter registration. I've been doing 

a few different meetings and it was transportations, they're actually because of the bus funding, they've 

become involved in the policy process as well. So, there's actually a lot of work last year. There is going 



to be a ballot measured just for the city of Seattle for buses. I've done a number of orientation handed 

out hundred and 50 some of those flyers, and they're all gone. 

Natalie: 162. 

Alex: so that's really good. They seem to be really excited and there was a few disappointment when I 

mention the Husky sunrise is at seven but hopefully there was still a push. 

Doug: I will kind of pick up where Alex left off. Orientations have been going so flowingly. I've been 

getting a lot of positive feedbacks on those cards those cards should be stable from here or not because 

there are amazing. I hand them out and people specify they're interested and give them back and the 

last time I recommend stay 10 minutes after your presentation because people come up and bring them 

a little bit late because they're so in owe of your presentation is they won't be able to write or look 

down. So that's been going really good. Having continuing. Pop out for funding from last year, that's 

always keeping me on my toes so that's exciting. And all the staff are settled and, and are doing amazing 

job and making me real proud to see how hard-working they are, and they are  really excited to get on 

top of everything and get work done I have a bunch of specialist that's writing reports for the Husky 

sunrise. We're doing our projected amount versus our actual amount. And that's going to turn out really 

interesting to see what happens later. And everything is going really got in terms of that. 

Natalie: so obviously orientations are going on, and you guys are all part of a, so I don't need to 

elaborate on that. Cynthia, the communication specialist, is working on us so social media schedule so 

we can post something different every day, not just about GPSS, but the graduate community, which I 

thinking going to be awesome. 

Doug: where are we posting at? 

Natalie: yeah Facebook Twitter if I can track down the password that nobody from last year wrote down. 

Doug: did GPS is social media has an Instagram? 

Natalie: I think we do. I will have to check. If that's something we're going to have up, I'm having Harsha 

working on the website, so we are working on making it look a little bit more like it’s in the UW website 

community. Put a little banner on the top, so I think Alex good. But we are still under the process of 

changing it around and seeing what we want it to look like. And I am going to follow up on all of the 

OPMA frightening stuff. Yep. And I was at ASU W orientation and there some cool things that I think we 

can partner on. Like doing a student government app. If we can partnering give a space for graduate 

coming G to be involved on that topic to you that'd be great. 

Alice: so I just want to echo on what Natalie and Douglas have been talking about the people in the 

office. And it feels lighter to have people in there and helping out and doing things. But I just look at the 

website and look at the banner. And they look so good. And I can see all your beautiful faces on the 

website. So if you didn't notice or if you didn't get my email. This is our header in our emails that Harsha 

and I have been working on getting those header to be our communications logo thing. It's actually 

related to the one by a creative for a Twitter page for the science and policy committee last year and 

answer hush or rework that and make it worked. So anyway I'm happy about that. So I'm happy to see 

you all on our website. So I don't really know where to start, but I don't really want to keep people-so 

I'm really excited about husky sunrise and I think it's amazing and incredible that something, as an idea 



in that we just taking our thoughts and feelings in the office, and two months later, it's a fully funded 

event. First ever event-and the president's picnic tent at rainier Vista. He reached. And we have to go list 

of teens who has RSVPs. So those yeses there are attending husky sunrise. The deans of different 

schools are attending. Yeah, it's good. And hopefully some of them send out imitations to their students. 

Because we have the Provost encouraging them to do so. I also met several of the deans. One is from 

dentistry, which is relatively new, And he actually reflect it to me that some of the deans actually feel 

the same way that the graduate students do. That they don't even look at the convocation stuff if they 

don't have undergraduate in their schools really. Because they're just like that's not for me. I am not 

proud of that UW, I'm just the dean of the school of dentistry. So it's kind of cool to actually hear that 

that's in their cultural of centralization is reaching even into the administration of each school. So it 

gives us this opportunity to kind of build from there, from the top down, and the bottom up. Which is 

exciting for me. And I still need to reach out to the vice Provost. I was so met with the Dean of arts and 

sciences today, Bob Stacy, who gave me some really interesting information about that ASAC- the 

college consuls of our and sciences, we have some interesting conversations about things that are going 

on and I know you're all aware of probably the sciences building being built. So I need to bring this up 

because and transparency which is that the College of Art and sciences made the decision to propose 

building up brand new Science building for the biology department essentially and the way that he put it 

was because activity-based budgeting our new budget assistant, it makes it more turns parent, and it 

has made apparent that the fact that any money that arts and sciences spent within their own budget is 

tuition dollars. So they're both posting to build a new building using tuition dollars, which is a capital 

project. Which because we are a public institutions, we should be funded by the state. Because of the 

state has unfunded a capital project on this campus in like 20 years, their like... They basically say we 

can't wait anymore, our buildings going to fall apart. Our system is about to collapse. So the college 

consul of arts and sciences has basically decided that they really support it, and they're like yes span our 

tuition dollars and just go ahead. And with ABB actually they make so much tuition that some of the 

money goes back to University and is and we distributed throughout the university to like engineering, 

medicine because they don't actually. Sorry. Activity budgeting is the form of funding that we are using 

at the University. Which means we graduate students Count as 20% of the body I am money goes to the 

Provost and 70 goes to our allocation to school. School enrollment in school articulations. Anyway. We 

can talk about ABP later, this is something that came before packs and was never actually brought to 

executive and we never talked about it. But it is something that was a big deal and he was very much in 

support of the new science building that he didn't feel like you need more advising on it. But it is going 

to come up again for another round of discussion, so I want to let you all know that this is coming up 

and we're going to need to figure out how and where we stand. PACs did not support it at the end of 

last year. But I was a really controversy your decision, and Dean's said we are not happy about it as you 

can imagine. So that's going to come up and we're going to need to talk about it. When other thing that I 

think should be made aware of is that at the regions meeting something that came up Ben was that the 

Burke Museum is going to be rebuilt. And so for some people that's really exciting. Because they say that 

the building is not suited for holding out the specimen. But for a historical meet Mark at the University, I 

think, but I don't think it's up to me to have any moving on this. I want to just put it back to you and let 

you know that it's happening that the planning is happening right now. So maybe Yasmeen your natural 

society should be informed about this. To see if there's parts of the Burke that we would like to see 

preserved. We probably need to act now so we can work with them in the planning stages, as opposed 

to interrupting all their decisions in there like it's too late. So if there is any concern about that let me 



know. That's all I'm going to say for now, I hope to see y'all at Husky some rice right in early. And thank 

you very much, I can't believe it. We meet next, school will actually begin. Any other comments? 

Comments? Announcement? Announcement? 

Yasmeen: I’m going to move to adjourn. 

Eddie: second. 

Alive: any objection? Alright we are all done 7:04. 


